Wednesday 7th December 2016

End of term disco Monday 19th
December. KS1 5pm-6pm and KS2
6.15pm – 7.15pm. More information to
follow.

Lime

Get out those woolly Christmassy Jumpers
out for the children and help our Save the
Children fund raising by donating a £1 and
wearing a festive Christmas Jumper on the
16th December. This is also our Craft Afternoon, so you can join in with the afternoon
as well if you want!

Lime have been working very hard
learning how to use the inverse
operation in maths. Also, we have
been magically turning adjectives
into adverbs.
Hilltop
Children in Year 6, who went to Hilltop,
really enjoyed themselves and conquered
fears and did things they never thought
they would. They jumped off 10 metre
platforms with no harness onto an airbag ;
abseiled down a 30m wall, fired real arrows and climbed up wobbly logs and tyres.

Thank you very much. We
raised a magnificent £367.20
for Children in Need this year.
The children looked great in
their spots and enjoyed a
personal visit from Pudsey
himself!
Willow
This week in science they have
been learning about materials
which are chocolate; magnets and
material.

Alien Invasion in Year Five
Year Five children investigated
strange happenings in school
which they thought was evidence of an alien invasion.
The children had press passes
and wore shoe coverings so
that they did not contaminate
any of the evidence. In the
afternoon they created art
work of what they thought
the alien life might look like.
Little Conkers have been investigating shapes
and sizes, and learning to describe shapes
using a range of words.
There have been some very tall towers
and some very loud crashes!

Teddies go to Space!
In year 5, the topic has been all about
spaced. In design and technology, we have
been creating a spacesuit for out teddies, we
have designed and cut out a template, sewn
it together and glued ‘space’ attachments on
to our suit. Year 5 should be very proud of
their achievements.

Celebration Awards— Catch-up
Elm— Georgia, Kian, Edward and Charles.
Willow– The whole class, Jenson, Theo
Lime– Vinnie, Filip, Harrison, Thomas
Y3– Otis, Keco, Keiran
Y4– Henry, William, Luis
Y5– Harriet, Robert, Destiny
6C– Logan, Jersey, Danielle, Jay
6S - Isobelle, Louise, Amelie

Year 4
They are learning about water
cycles and are going to make their
own ones.

